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Abstract: 
This is a multidisciplinary research and review paper. The objective of this article is to show that the yogic power of UFO-ETs 

is as good as the high level yogis of the present day earth yogis, and in most cases it is comparable even with the ancient great 

yogis that existed on earth during the Vedic period. We give many examples from UFO-ETs as presented in the modern 

literature. Similar examples from such yogis can be found in the ancient literature on Vedas, Bible, and on the books of Judaism.  

(A) This article therefore will not try to prove the existence of UFO-ETs. The military of the United States of America has 

accepted the existence of UFO in an unclassified presentation to the US Congress in 2022; and definitely more were presented 

in the corresponding classified session, effectively negating the previous cover up efforts. Moreover, more than a million people 

on the earth have direct experiences with the ETs which should be considered more authentic than what the governmental 

authorities publicly indicate. 

(B)The article will show that the characteristics of all objects of the universe are same, and therefore there is a unified theory 

for everything in the universe, and this unified theory is the same as described in the Vedas. The yogic power of UFO-ETs helps 

us to understand the past history, covering several millions of years of the earth, described in the Yuga theory and in the 

Genesis of the Bible. 

(C) It appears then that the UFO-ETs have come to the earth from other planets of the stars of galaxies; which are now, 

probably, in their Sattya Yuga. Our earth is now in Kali Yuga. But because of the periodicity law, we also had a Sattya Yuga at 

one time and with UFO-ET like capabilities. We find such examples in Vedic literature. Yuga theory is known in the western 

literature as Gold, Silver, Bronze, and Iron ages. 

(D) Therefore the UFO-ETs may have come here to show and tell their technology; and show us the spiritual characteristics 

of the universe, including the earthlings. They may also have come to experience a first-hand look at what will happen in their 

own Kali Yuga. Such ETs will not and cannot harm us in anyway. Many ETs have also mentioned the same thing to some of 

their earth-abductees. It should be obvious that the destiny is the highest level law of the universe; and therefore the UFO-ETs 

also cannot go beyond the destiny boundaries of our Kali Yuga, while they are here on earth. 

(E) To make the article self contained, some fundamental notions are included in the three appendixes: Truth is 

demonstrated only by the nature; science is not the foundation of engineering; and how the manufacturing happens in the 

universe. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

During the past fifty years many people have tried to debunk 

[Dorsch] the existence of UFO-ETs. Eventually the US 

Military has mentioned in the US congress [Watson] that they 

do indeed exist. This shows that the purpose of the debunkers 

and their theories were designed by the government agencies 

and money power to mislead people and humiliate witnesses, 

to hide the presence of UFO-ETs. It should be remembered 

that the root cause of all activities of our earth is controlled by 

money and the money power [Das, 2011]. And beyond money, 

it is the destiny that is the root cause of all activities. We can 

see the activities of money, but we cannot see the destiny, 

unless you are a seer yogi [Das, 2020b]. 

On the other hand, we find that there are millions of 

humans [Dennett] and [Mack] on earth, who have direct and 

individual experiences, and encounters with the secret 

activities of the UFO-ETs. UFO-ETs have wanted earth 

people to become enlightened about them and about our own 

past. Eventually, in the near future, the truth about ETs will 

also be presented broadly and clearly to everybody. We can 

now see that, children’s TV shows, and children’s books have 

appeared depicting ETs as part of their stories giving them a 

head start. Thus the purpose of this article is - not to try to 

establish ETs’ presence among us, but to compare their yogic 

power with that of the earth yogis. And this process will 

establish that all intelligent humanoids in the entire universe 

are same; and the universe is controlled by the same samkhya 
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theory [Virupakshananda] described in the Vedas. The 

Samkhya theory is same as the soul theory. 

John E. Mack, M.D. (1929-2004), a professor of 

psychiatry at Harvard Medical School, has explored in his 

book, Abductions [Mack] of humans by UFO-ETs.  His 

collection shows that all persons abducted and taken inside the 

space ships talked about extraterrestrials floating in the air, 

could interact telepathically with them, could read their minds, 

become invisible and visible again in moments, and exhibit all 

the yogic power examples described in the Patanjali Yoga 

Sutras [Das, 2020b]. A summary of similar exhaustive 

collections can also be found in [Dennett] and his many 

YouTube videos. 

We all have realized that different parts of the same apple 

taste differently. This means all molecules, and therefore all 

atoms, and all electrons, if they exist, have different tastes. 

Thus every electron has been created by an intelligent root 

cause, according to its own destiny, as we explain later, called 

the soul [Das, 2022]. We avoid the word consciousness, 

because consciousness is only one of the many properties of a 

soul. Since no two apples or objects are identical, therefore 

nothing in the universe is consistent; everything has a 

different and unique destiny. You can see our five fingers are 

not consistent. 

The destiny is the highest level law of the entire universe. 

Universe is deterministic and predefined for eternity. This is 

true for every object, including all humans, and the UFO-ETs. 

The word Destiny is mentioned in both the Bible and the 

Vedas. Similar results must be there in the Koran and the 

books of Judaism [Das, 2013].  

Destiny does not mean that you will sit idle and things will 

happen for you automatically. If it is not written in your 

destiny you will not be able to sit idle. Destiny, therefore, 

means you have no freewill. Destiny also does not mean 

miracles; there are millions of reasons for everything that 

happens; if you research any effect, you will find many 

reasons for it. Everything is simultaneously interacting with 

each other continuously and for eternity. Therefore nobody 

should be blamed for anything. There is no cursing or blessing, 

because everything is already planned. God has no role in the 

universe [Das, 2022]. In Sattya Yuga (age of truths) there was 

no God, therefore God is not there even now also. We discuss 

the Yuga theory, taken from Vedas, in this article. 

We pick the ancient books of Vedas and Bible as our core 

review material. To convince their authenticity, we review all 

the literature which is free and is available freely on the 

internet. This will allow everybody to get access to the 

relevant document and verify its authenticity on his own. We 

give examples from modern earth yogi books, science, and 

engineering books also. 

We also want to avoid materials from big money which 

will mislead us and get us entangled with false concepts. 

Since money is false [Das, 2011], everything created by 

money, and big institutions, including governments, must be 

false also. False can never become true, no matter how you 

manipulate them. Unfortunately, free literature is vanishing 

rapidly from the internet. Kali Yuga started with 25% truth 

and must end with zero truth. Nobody will have to trust any 

article, individual, or any organization; it should only depend 

on you, the reader. But before we trust we must, 

simultaneously and distributed over this article, show or prove 

that ETs do indeed exist and they are interacting with humans 

on earth for a very long time, probably for millions of years, 

since the ancient Vedic times. 

Contents: To keep this article self contained, complete, 

meaningful, readable, and understandable many ideas will be 

repeated briefly from the references. The rest of the article has 

the following contents: (2) UFO crash in Brazil, (3) Brazilian 

ET and the earth yogis, (4) Recovered body implants from 

UFO-ET abductees, (5) Comparing yogic power of UFO-ETs 

and the earth yogis, (6) Periodicity and the theory of Yugas, (7) 

Human characteristics in different Yugas, (8) Memory is not 

in the brain, (9) Giving eyesight to a born blind human, (10) 

Manufacturing a human baby, (11) Manufacturing a palace, 

(12)  Conclusions. 

Appendixes: In addition to the above items, the article also 

contains three small appendixes on: (A) Truth is demonstrated 

only by the nature, (B) Science is not the foundation of 

engineering, and (C) How manufacturing is done on earth and 

in the universe. 

 
2. UFO CRASH IN BRAZIL 

In January 1996, the Brazilian military captured two alien 

beings in the town of Varginha. The town had a population of 

about 100,000 at that time, in an area of about 40,000 square 

kilometers, and it is located south east of Brazil. Dr. Leir 

visited Varginha in 2002 and 2003. The following summary 

description is taken from the book: A Genuine UFO Crash 

with Surviving ETs, A Thorough Investigation By - Dr. Roger 

K. Leir, The book tree, San Diego, California, 2005. 

The first witnesses were three young women, two of them 

sisters (14, 16), and 22, they were walking home from work 

by taking a short cut through a vacant lot when they 

encountered a strange looking humanoid creature crouching 

by a concrete block wall. Their first impression was that the 

creature appeared to be hurt and suffering in pain (p31). They 

described the creature as follows: “It stood about four to five 

feet tall with dark brown, oily, greasy skin. It had a short neck 

with a large head showing no hair at all. The head contained 

two large red eyes that were slightly upturned at the outer 

ends. The eyes did not show a pupil. It had a very small mouth 

and nose, as well as three protuberances on the top of its head 

going from front to back (p31)”. Many hand sketches of ETs 

are available on the internet and in the above book. 

 
2.1 Description of the ET Body 
Doctors who provided medical help to the injured ET gave the 

following description of the ET. This is probably the most 

authentic and detailed description of an Extra Terrestrial (ET) 

being. That description is copied from the above book [Leir, 

2005b, p54].  
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“The being was less than five feet tall. It was bipedal with 

two arms and two legs. The colour of the skin was a dark 

brown, which appeared rather shiny; like it was oily or wet but 

in fact the skin was dry. The skin also looked reticulated, like 

large scales but when you touched it, the demarcations of 

scales were not present. It was smooth to the touch.  

One of the most noticeable features was that of the head. It 

was large, much too large for the size of the individual. There 

were three bony protuberances on the top of the head, one in 

each parietal area and one central. They extended from the 

frontal to the occipital portions, like ridges. There was no hair 

present either on the head or the rest of the body. The head 

was also larger in its upper portion than lower toward the jaw 

area.  

The eyes were large, slightly upturned toward the lateral 

aspects, oriental looking. They were red in colour and looked 

like two glimmering pools of liquid. For some reason all of us 

did not want to look into this creature’s eyes and refrained 

from doing so. There was a very small remnant of a mouth 

and two little openings with a slight ridge where his nose 

should have been. There were no noted ears, only small 

openings that looked like vestigial ear canals.  

The neck was narrow in diameter and appeared it would 

not have enough muscular strength to support such a large 

head. The upper portion of the torso was slight of build with 

an obvious rib cage. There were no noted breasts, areola or 

nipples. The abdomen was similar to that of a human with the 

absence of a naval.  

The upper thigh portions were muscular and out of 

proportion to the rest of the torso. This was totally different 

from the arms, which were thin and emaciated. The hands 

ended in four fingers with no thumb. The fingers were strange 

and different than human fingers. The creature was able to 

move each of his fingers so that they could articulate with 

each other, and by doing so, was able to probably perform all 

the functions we could with the use of our thumbs. We were 

not able to tell whether these fingers were multi-jointed or for 

some reason the bones were flexible, enabling the fingers to 

perform their desired functions. 

The upper leg and thighs ended in what appeared to be 

similar to a human knee joint with an oversized patella. The 

lower portions of the leg were also similar to that of a human. 

The entire lower extremities were heavily endowed with 

muscles. It crossed my mind that wherever this creature had 

come from, the gravity might have been much more than here 

on earth. The foot was narrow and fleshy. There were three 

short fleshy toes that looked more like pads than toes. There 

were no visible toenails or fingernails.  

There was an additional appendage that hung down from 

the medial side of the foot. This vestigial appendage was 

elongated like a finger and ended in what appeared to be a 

claw about three quarters of an inch long. Later we found 

when the being walked, it would move this appendage so it 

became parallel to the rest of the foot. This allowed it to 

ambulate in a normal human-like manner.” 

 

2.2 Medical Treatment of the ET 
 

The following description of the treatment has been copied 

from the above book [Leir, 2005b]. 

“The sight of the injury was in the upper thigh and 

involved a compound fracture of the femur. The bone was 

protruding from the skin and there had been some bleeding 

around the sight of the wound, which had clotted and was dry 

(p55).” 

“The patient was apparently awake. It kept moving its 

head but mainly stared upward at the ceiling. We did make an 

attempt to communicate verbally but did not receive an 

answer. We were concerned as to whether it was feeling any 

pain, but we really had no way of knowing. When we 

examined the fracture sight it did not jerk away, scream, or 

give any sign of discomfort.” 

“To our surprise the blood was dark red, just like our 

blood. When the blood was examined under the microscope 

we found the cellular structure to be very similar to human 

blood with the exception of the platelet count being much 

higher in number. We also found the blood would coagulate 

immediately upon release from a blood vessel. We were not 

able to determine whether this was due to the high platelet 

count or whether the creature was in a different atmosphere 

than it was used to.” 

“The bone was similar to ours, with the exception that it 

was pinker in colour and contained numerous lacunae or holes, 

giving it the appearance of osteoporotic human bone. Another 

difference was its tensile strength. It was much stronger than 

human bone. We did not find it necessary to use stabilization 

devices to fixate the fracture site. Once the bone ends were 

approximated, the fracture defect seemed to stabilize and 

could not be moved apart.” 

“The patient remained very still. Its respirations were 

shallow, as if it needed very little air to sustain life.” 

“We checked on the being from time to time. It seemed 

stable and had a fantastic rate of healing. The wound healed 

completely in less than twenty-four hours. This was also true 

of the bone. It was completely mended within the same period 

of time (p57).” 

 

2.3 What did the ET say 
 

“Suddenly, out of nowhere the room began to fill with a 

greenish mist. We did not know at this point whether it was a 

gas, vapor or mist but finally realized it seemed to be 

emanating from the creature lying on the table. In deep fear, I 

walked slowly closer to it and approached the head of the 

table. Without consciously realizing it, my gaze caught the 

eyes of the being. His eyes were glowing red and appeared as 

two swirling pools of liquid. They were pulling, pulling me in, 

deeper and deeper. All at once giant portions of information 

came pounding into my head. These were like thought grams, 

large blocks of information. Over and over and over, like 

someone hitting me in the head with a hammer. I was also 

becoming dizzy and slightly nauseated (p57)”. 
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The book says - All that I am willing to tell you at this 

time is what the creature told me about human beings. I also 

want to tell you he downloaded a tremendous amount of 

knowledge into my head. It caused me to have headaches 

lasting for over two weeks following the event. 

“Essentially he told me his race felt very sorry for the 

human beings for basically two reasons. The first is that all 

humans have the same potential and abilities to perform the 

very same things his race could do. Those things we find so 

marvelous and magical but humans did not know how to do 

them. For example he told me in cases where there is injury or 

disease of the body, it would not be necessary to confine one 

of his species to a special treatment facility such as the one he 

was confined in at the moment. He told me they either 

individually or joined together could produce all the healing 

necessary to repair their bodies. The second reason they felt 

sorry for us was we did not seem to realize we were spiritual 

beings only living in a temporary shell and we were totally 

disconnected from our spiritual self (p57)”. 

 
3. VARGINHA ET AND EARTH YOGIS 

 
3.1 Placebo Surgery 
We have seen in a previous section, an UFO-ET broke his leg, 

when their UFO crashed in a Brazil site. The military called a 

local doctor to fix it. As soon as the doctor put the broken 

bones together, he immediately started healing, and on the 

next morning he was completely cured. His bones were also 

healed. 

 

Village Sadhu – cut arm: A similar incident happened 

around 1945 in India.  In a village in India two police officers 

were chasing a suspect, running away from a murder scene. 

One of the officers threw his axe to the man that almost 

chopped his right hand, but he was still running. Eventually 

they stopped him. They found that the man was a divine 

looking yogi or sage. They expressed their regret and asked 

for his forgiveness. The yogi put his arm in its place and it 

attached and the blood stopped. The yogi said come under that 

tree three days later and it will be healed. So they went back to 

see the yogi, and he was completely healed with no sign of 

any scar. This event is described in [Yogananda, p30-31]. 

 

3.2 Telepathy 

The doctor who treated the Brazilian ET had a telepathic 

experience with the ET. He said all at once giant portions of 

information came pounding into my head. These were like 

thought grams, large blocks of information. Over and over and 

over, like someone hitting me in the head with a hammer. I 

was also becoming dizzy and slightly nauseated (p 57). 

 

The book [Govinda, p114], describes one such telepathic 

communication skill acquired by yoga meditation that can 

help to communicate with another person in a different 

country without any knowledge of the person. While living in 

Tibet, Lama Govinda wanted to know about his mother’s 

condition in Germany. A Tibetan yogi within few minutes 

brought the details about his mother. Two weeks later 

Govinda received a mail from his mother confirming the exact 

same information. 

 

3.3 Chakra Illumination 
Brazilian doctor who treated the wounded ET described that 

suddenly, out of nowhere the room began to fill with a 

greenish mist. We all stepped back from the operating table. 

We did not immediately know the origin of this mist and 

feared it might be toxic …. We did not know at this point 

whether it was a gas, vapor or mist but finally realized it 

seemed to be emanating from the creature lying on the table 

(p57). 

Chakras of the human bodies can emit glow of light. 

Swami Rama demonstrated that in an auditorium, and a 

person took a photo using a Polaroid camera. A YouTube 

video is available on the internet. It is also mentioned in the 

book by [Green]. The above mist was possibly created by the 

yogic power of the ET so that the Chakra light can become 

visible and the doctor can come near him to listen to him by 

telepathy. Earth yogis can also materialize anything, including 

mist, from root material particles [Yogananda, pp38-43]. 

 

3.4 Veda is Universal and Eternal 
The ET told the doctor, using telepathy that they felt sorry for 

us because we did not seem to realize that we were spiritual 

beings only living in a temporary shell and we were totally 

disconnected from our spiritual self (p57). The humans have 

the same potential and abilities to perform the very same 

things his race could do. Thus this ET did not realize that we 

use the same Vedas. It may be possible that the doctor 

misunderstood the ET telepathy. It is also possible that this ET 

did not know that on earth we are in the Kali Yuga now and 

he came from his Sattya Yuga, which we have passed already 

on earth more than a million years back. 

 
4. BODY IMPLANTS 

 

UFO-ETs abduct humans into their UFO space crafts and then, 

beside many other things, in some cases, insert small 

microscopic electronic biomechanical devices inside some of 

those human bodies. These devices are made from specialized 

materials normally not found in earth. These devices have 

their own yogic power as we will see from their characteristics. 

Abductees do not remember what happened to them. ETs can 

erase their memory from their abductees. This is also an 

example of their yogic power. However, such memories can 

be recovered by hypnosis. This is so because memories are 

not in our brains; they are permanently recorded for eternity, 

even before the events happen. 

 

4.1 Dr. Roger Leir 

 

Dr. Leir began his pioneering work with the medical and 

surgical aspects on alien implant research. He has presented 
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his research all over the world and was one of the seven 

American researchers to be keynote speakers for the opening 

of the UFO Aerospace Museum in Japan. 

Dr Roger K. Leir (1935-2014), podiatric physician and 

surgeon, attained his Bachelor of Science degree in 1961 and 

his Doctor of Podiatric Medicine in 1964 [Leir, 2005a, p3].   

In the late 1980's he became a member of MUFON, the 

Mutual UFO Network, and eventually functioned as an 

investigative reporter for the Ventura-Santa Barbara chapter's 

monthly periodical, The Vortex.  

 

4.2 Implant Features 

 

A total of seven surgeries were performed by January 1998. 

Implants, retrieved from the abductees, have three important 

features that Dr. Lier has characterized (1) a Metallic part, (2) 

the Cladding that covered the metallic part, and (3) some 

specialized soft human body tissues that connects to the 

implant. 

One of the metallic parts was in T-shape with two small 

rods. The horizontal portion contains an iron core which is 

harder than the finest carbide steel. This rod is magnetic. 

When viewing this rod, as seen in the electron-

microphotograph, it appears to be structured. One end is in the 

shape of a barb, while the opposite end is flat. In the center is 

a small depression. The shape of this depression conforms 

exactly to the shape of one end of the vertical rod. Just to give 

an idea of their sizes – one of the last objects was narrow and 

elongated, measuring less than one-half a centimeter [Leir, 

2005a, p145]. 

The iron core is covered by a complex layer of elements 

which forms a cladding. One portion of this cladding has a 

crystalline band which circles the rod. The vertical rod 

contains a similar cladding but the core is composed of carbon 

instead of iron and it is magnetoconductive, not magnetic 

(p150). The tests also indicated that iron and phosphorus were 

major constituents of the cladding material surrounding the 

iron core (p149). This membrane was shown to consist of a 

protein coagulum, hemosiderin, and keratin. All three of these 

substances are naturally occurring in the body but 

investigation has shown no record of this combination in the 

medical literature (p146). Of the seven cases, three consisted 

of metallic objects covered by a dark, gray, shiny membrane 

which could not be opened with a surgical blade.  

 

Almost all of the specimens fluoresced under ultraviolet 

black light. Working with a chemist, they subjected all three 

specimens to ultraviolet black light and found they fluoresced 

a brilliant green color. They discovered that in a small 

percentage of abductees there was also a similar colored 

fluorescence present on their skin (p139). Dr. asked the 

patient to hold up her palms and keep her fingers outstretched. 

Dr. moved the black light over the area and much to his 

surprise, her palms were once again glowing a brilliant pink 

(p139). 

 

4.3 Yogic Power Of Implants 
 

Everything that happens in the universe is a consequence of 

the actions performed by the corresponding soul. Therefore all 

actions represent yogic power. However, when we encounter 

day to day normal activities, we do not recognize them as such. 

When the human body does not reject an implant, for example, 

then that indicates a specialized yogic power of that human 

given to him by the UFO-ET. 

Dr. Roger wrote, (below is not an exact copy), while 

describing the surgical operation of removal of an implant -    

“We continued in our search by using the instruments at 

hand to dissect the soft and fatty tissue of the toe, trying to 

visualize the sought after object. With that, I began the careful 

dissection to free the foreign body from its fatty and fibrous 

tissue attachments. In just a few moments I announced, “Here 

it comes!” and with one final tug, the object came free from 

the inner confines of the toe (p51)”. It was not known to Dr. 

Leir why such a device was placed in such a location of the 

toe. 

Research and laboratory analysis have given him to draw 

the following conclusions, (again, not an exact copy) –  

“One of the most shocking findings was the large amount 

of nerve proprioceptors found within the tissue sample.  

Another astonishing finding was the complete lack of visible 

microscopic inflammation in the tissue samples.  All in all I 

found that it is impossible to have a foreign substance enter 

the human body without having the body react to that 

substance (p138)”. 

The soft tissues adjacent to the objects underwent analysis 

and the findings demonstrated conglomerations of nerve cells 

(p146).   

Proprioceptors are nerve endings near the object that help 

to communicate information from the object to and from the 

brain. It is interesting to see that a human body is talking to a 

foreign device directly. Inflammation is natural, whenever 

there is foreign body, and to control such inflammation, a 

lifelong medication is necessary; which was not obviously 

required by the abductees. 

 
5. COMPARING YOGIC POWER  

5.1 Major Healing  
 

Earth Yogi - A Himalayan guru, the Bengali Baba, told one 

of his disciples, who later became Swami Rama, to go to 

Kanpur and meet Dr. Mitra who is very sick, and he is 

remembering us. Give him a love pat on his right cheek and 

he will be alright. Swami took bus, train, and car to reach the 

town. Everything got automatically arranged for him. He saw 

three doctors are helping the patient, Dr. Basu said he has a 

brain haemorrhage, he is bleeding from right nostril, he is 

lying down and cannot sit, and there is no facility for brain 

surgery in the town. Swami gave him a soft pat on his right 

cheek, and after few minutes the bleeding stopped. For more 

details see the book by [Rama, p.113-115]. This example also 
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shows a guru always knows where and when his students are 

calling him. There is no need for a GPS tracking system. 

 

UFO-ET – “At the same time, however, in my caseload there 

is evidence that the alien encounters have been responsible for 

healing conditions ranging from pneumonias and leukemia to 

limbs paralyzed due to muscle atrophy from poliomyelitis 

[Mack, p409]”. 

There is a YouTube video [Braden] showing three Chinese 

yogis healing a cancerous tumour on real time, under an ultra 

sound monitoring machine, within three minutes. They have 

performed such healing for more than hundred times in that 

medicine free hospital. The Brazilian ET told us how 

effortlessly and magically yogic power can heal any health 

problem. It is soul that is the cause for diseases and it is the 

same soul that is also the cause for cure. 

 

5.2 Shape Changes 
Earth Yogi - It is said that in ancient times Kings and Yogis 

did not have doors in their homes or palaces. Their doors 

always remained open for the service of people, whenever 

they needed them. To have sexual relations yogis used to go to 

forest, change shapes, to perform their act. In one such case a 

yogi couple took the shapes of deer.  A king heard the sound, 

and used his sound guided arrow to kill the noise source. The 

yogi became angry, and cursed the King that the king will die 

whenever he will touch his wife with the intent of making 

love [Roy, Vol1, p21]. 

It should be remembered that there is nothing called 

cursing or blessing. They are all destiny events, predetermined 

for eternity [Das, 2022]. 

 

UFO-ET - I awoke the morning of the twenty-seventh very 

much as usual, but grappling with a distinct sense of unease 

and a very improbable but intense memory of seeing a barn 

owl staring at me through the window sometime during the 

night [Strieber, p15]. 

After hypnosis I recalled seeing a landscape with a great 

hooked object floating in the air, which on closer inspection 

proved to be a triangle. Then there followed a glut of symbolic 

material, so incense that even as I write I can feel how it hurt 

my whole brain and body to take it all in. I don't remember 

what this was — triangles, rushing pyramids, animals leaping 

through the air [Strieber, p72]. 

Triangles are used to identify Chakra symbols of Yoga 

Sutras [Satyananda, p574]. Judaism also uses triangles to 

indicate their holy symbols. Chakras are located along the 

spinal cord. Triangles are placed inside circles and circles are 

also inscribed inside the triangles. Multiple triangles are used 

to identify different chakras. The Brazilian ET told the doctor 

that humans do not know that the humans are spiritual beings. 

 
5.3 Giving Third Eye Power 

Earth Yogi – Going through many sessions of hypnosis 

Catherine acquired the third eye power in other areas also. She 

picked winners for every race in the racetrack, to demonstrate 

her power to her skeptic father. Dr Weiss also went with them. 

She gave away all the money to the first poor man she found 

on the street on her way out of the track [Das, 2020b]. 

Dr. Weiss wrote, ‘I was both shocked and fascinated by 

her psychic abilities, especially the episode at the racetrack. 

This was tangible proof. She had the winning ticket to every 

race. This was no coincidence.’ 

 

UFO-ET - He's looking down at me. He's got a ruler in his 

hand. Has a tip of silver. 'Pouches me. I see pictures. (Long 

pause.) I see pictures of the world just blowing up. I see 

pictures of the whole place just blowing up when he touches 

my head with this thing. (Weeps). Jesus. It's a picture of like a 

whole big blast, and there's a dark red fire in the middle of it 

and there's white smoke all around it [Strieber, p35]. 

That is how a yogi guru gives the third eye vision to a disciple, 

and the student sees the entire vision, depending on the scope 

of the yogic power allowed by the guru. We see the same 

method is used by Krishna of Gita to give the vision to Arjun. 

Krishna says in verse (G.11.8) – “But you cannot see Me 

with your present eyes. Therefore I give you divine eyes. 

Behold My mystic opulence!” [Prabhupada] 

Arjun then saw everything about the life and the universe 

and became very scared. Told Krishna to stop and said I 

believe you. There is no need to use any instrument, some 

people use one finger, and some do it using mind or 

telepathically. It may be that the UFO-ET did not want to 

physically touch at that time. 

 

5.4 Reading Human Memory 

 

Earth Yogi - Jadav Chakravarti  was one of the most eminent 

mathematicians of India during his time, and the author of the 

book Chakravarti’s Mathematics. Later he renounced the 

world to become a swami. 

So I asked one of the lawyers, “Can you tell me of anyone 

who is being tried unjustly in this court?” He said, “Yes, I 

have such a case.” I went back, and Swamiji said: “Okay, this 

man will be acquitted, and I will now tell you word for word 

the judgment that will be handed down.” He dictated the 

judgment to me, although he was not a lawyer. He said, “I 

have made three mistakes purposefully. The judgment will be 

exactly like my dictation, and it will also have these three 

mistakes.” I typed up his dictation. 

When the judgment was later handed down every word, 

comma, and period was exactly the same as what had been 

dictated to me. He said, “Compare my dictation with the 

judgment and you will find that the same two commas and 

one period are missing.” The dictation perfectly matched the 

judgment [Rama, p108]. 

Events are already written in the memory of the universe; 

and can be read exactly by using the third eye vision of the 

yogi. 

 

UFO-ET - Human memory cannot be created or destroyed. It 

exists for eternity. Nobody can delete or corrupt it also. You 
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may not be able to access it any time you want. And that 

happens many times in our life. Sometimes, as you have 

noticed, even at very hard effort we cannot bring the memory, 

but later it just pops up automatically. Hypnosis can bring it 

most of the times. Not everybody can always get the past life 

memory also. All results, however, depends on your destiny at 

that moment. 

Ed wanted to write things down so he could remember 

later, but she (the lady ET) would not let him and "just worked 

at my perception by awareness, sort of mind to mind." 

Sensing his frustration she assured him, "You will remember 

when you need to know [Mack, p33]." 

Ramayan has a story like that. Hanuman had forgotten all 

his major yogic powers. He was then told all about his life 

stories. Then he remembered everything and could help Sri 

Ram to find his kidnapped wife Sita. Do not think that the 

Ramayan story is a fiction and not real. Every event that 

happened in Ramayan is still happening in our world today. 

The greatest event, kidnapping of Ram’s wife Sita, is still 

happening almost every day. Somewhere someone is 

kidnapping someone else’s wife. That is why Bible says there 

is nothing new under the sun; whatever has happened will 

happen again. 

 

5.5 Telepathic Communication 

 
Earth Yogi - The book [Govinda, p114], describes one 

telepathic communication skill acquired by yoga meditation 

that can help to communicate with another person in a 

different country without any knowledge of the person. While 

living in Tibet, Govinda wanted to know about his mother’s 

condition in Germany. A Tibetan yogi within few minutes 

brought the details about his mother. Two weeks later 

Govinda received a postal mail from his mother confirming 

the exact same information. We talked about this story before, 

but here the context is different. 

You may recognize that our cell phone technology can 

provide this capability. Even one day we will have phones 

with built-in translators which will be able to communicate in 

many different languages. But it is not free, so everybody 

cannot have it. The cell phone is not a natural object; as a 

result it radiates, and causes noise, health problems, brain 

cancers, etc. It has technological problems also – absence of 

network, signal loss, battery down, and many types of noise 

and distortions. Moreover yogic power gives many other 

capabilities along with telepathic power. 

Cell phone technology can use only oral languages. Oral 

language is the most confusing method of communication. 

And probably that is why the world has produced so many 

languages and still could not identify and solve the underlying 

issues. Our thoughts do not come in languages inside our 

mind. The brain converts thoughts into biochemical signals, 

which is then converted to mechanical vibration into our voice 

system, then the voice propagates through air media as 

vibrations and our ears convert that to biochemical signals and 

the whole thing is reversed again to the mind. But telepathy 

uses the original signals of the thoughts. Telepathy is the 

universal language; we can use it to communicate with 

animals, trees, plants, etc. 

UFO-ET - Scott was an abductee examined by Professor 

Mack, the Harvard psychiatrist, using hypnosis. Scott says in a 

session: 

The "telepathy" he experiences during the encounters as "a 

two-way channel. They know your thoughts and you can see 

theirs. It's quite traumatizing because of its unfamiliarity 

[Mack, p97]”. 

 

5.6 Passing Through The Walls 

 
UFO-ET – The following paragraph, taken from the 

Abduction book by John Mack, a Harvard University 

Psychiatrist, shows that the doctor has authenticated the 

accounts of the abductees passing through the walls. 

(p21) These individuals reported being taken against their 

wills by alien beings, sometimes through the walls of their 

houses, and subjected to elaborate intrusive procedures which 

appeared to have a reproductive purpose. 

(p31) …the means by which the alien beings "float" 

people through doors, windows, and walls; the switching off 

of memory and consciousness of abductees and potential 

witnesses and other forms of mind control ;…. 

 
Earth Yogis – “Trailanga Swami always remained 

completely nude. The harassed police of Benares came to 

regard him as a baffling problem child. The natural swami, 

like the early Adam in the garden of Eden, was utterly 

unconscious of his nakedness. The police were quite 

conscious of it, however, and unceremoniously committed 

him to jail. General embarrassment ensued; the enormous 

body of Trailanga was soon seen, in its usual entirety, on the 

prison roof. His cell, still securely locked, offered no clue to 

his mode of escape [Yogananda, p219]”. 

 

5.7 Levitation 

 

Earth Yogi – “Between five and five-thirty am we were still 

talking, when the swami suddenly said, “Now sit in 

meditation. In five minutes I will leave my body. Its time is 

over. This instrument which is called body is not capable of 

giving me more than I have already attained, so I will leave it 

behind.” Five minutes later, he sang out, “Aumm . . .” and then 

there was silence [Rama, p138]. 

 

When we both tried to lift him, we found that we could not 

budge his body. Then we brought a branch from a pine tree 

and inserted it under his thighs to pry him loose, but we failed. 

We tried everything we could think of for over an hour, but 

could not move him an inch. 

I often recall what happened next. I shall never forget the 

experience. A few minutes before sunrise I heard someone say, 

“Now we will carry him.” There was no one around, so I 

thought, “Perhaps I am imagining it.” My brother disciple also 
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looked around. I asked, “Did you hear something?” He said, 

“Yes, I also heard it.” I asked, “Are we hallucinating? What is 

going on?”  

Suddenly the swami’s body rose into the air, apparently of 

its own accord, and slowly moved toward the Ganges. It 

floated in the air for a few hundred yards, and then lowered 

and sank into the Ganges. 

 

UFO-ET - A similar levitation experience of ED, is 

summarized by the doctor, after hypnotic regression. Here ED 

describes the actual feeling of the mechanism [Mack, p58]: 

As the tingling sensation "at the base of the skull" 

continued, Ed felt himself drifting out of the car. He made a 

growling sound as his anger came back, but then felt relaxed 

and even "happy," which puzzled him. Two or three of the 

beings were "looking at me" and Ed experienced "a sensation 

of floating, and my whole body is starting to float. I'm floating, 

I ' m floating, I'm floating! 

 

6. PERIODICITY AND THE YUGAS 

Periodicity of the events in nature may give us a reason for the 

visitation of the UFO-ETs to earth. We see that the UFO-ETs 

are very high level yogis, as explained with the evidences 

presented in this article. We see that one ET in Brazil, 

expressed telepathically that capability of ETs, to the doctor 

who treated that ET. This means there are many planets in the 

universe, where they have Sattya Yuga in progress, at this 

time of the earth. The ETs have come to the earth to have a 

firsthand look at the situation in Kali Yuga. Our history, 

described in the Vedic epics, provide the existence of such 

Yugas on the earth at some past time periods. We also see that 

the Yuga system is a part of the eternal recurrence of the 

universe, with many very large periods. In the western world 

such a system is known as Gold, Silver, Bronze, and Iron ages. 

Bible, in Genesis, also describes some features of humans in 

those ages. We have also found all major ideas of the Vedas 

are present in the Bible [Das, 2022]. 

It may be quite obvious to many of us that the life is 

periodic on earth. We take birth, grow, complete our tasks, 

become old, die, wait for some time, and then reincarnate to 

begin the cycle. If we sum such periodic events of individuals 

then we will find that the societies, cultures, nations are also 

periodic. If we consider larger time scales then also we will 

find many other types of periodicities. Vedas talk about 

periodicities of ages or Yugas of the entire planet. Since the 

Bible contains many themes from Vedas, it is possible for the 

books of Judaism to contain the concepts of Yugas also. Bible 

has many verses that support such concepts of eternal 

recurrences, as described by Friedrich Nietzsche, the German 

Philosopher [Nietzsche]. 

 
6.1 Multi-Verse 

Periodicity may be interpreted as - I am here now, therefore I 

was here before, and I will be therefore here in the future also, 

and this can create confusions about who am I really. This 

comes from the confusion about the concept of periodicity. 

We must remember that all these copies of me are not 

simultaneously available in all these different places and at 

same time. No divine vision or third eye vision will show that 

I am in all places simultaneously at same time. My soul can 

exist in only one place, and in one body, at any time. There 

are examples of earth yogis, Trailanga Swami, who could 

move out of the jail, instantly from inside to outside and back. 

The root material particles which are used to manifest my 

body can only occupy only one physical place at any one time. 

Thus the concept of multi-verse does not seem to be 

meaningful and necessary. In electrical engineering, a periodic 

signal for multi-period can be displayed simultaneously, on 

the oscilloscope screen. But that does not mean the same 

electron beam is at two places at same time, it is a digital 

display by software, it is only a trace on a graph paper, just 

like a hand drawn picture. Catherine saw horse races correctly, 

which cannot be seen by any technology other than yogic 

power; these races did not happen in a multi-verse.  

Many such cases have been described in Vedas. Indra 

changed body shape to have sexual relations with Ahalya, the 

wife of Gautom rishi. Transformer toys came from the similar 

concepts of monsters changing shapes constantly, with 

different abilities, to win over the opponent. Some lizards can 

change body colors. We know how caterpillar changes to a 

butterfly. These should not be treated as multi-verse examples; 

these are also not periodic events. Same ET can take many 

different physical shapes, like beautiful humans, owls, etc., 

and very much like earth yogis of Vedic times. 

 

6.2 Number Of Years In Yugas 
 

In Mahabharat , Rishi Markandeya said,  

“Four thousand years have been said to constitute the Krita 

(Sattya) Yuga. Its dawn as well as its eve, have been said to 

comprise four hundred years. The Treta-Yuga is said to 

comprise three thousand years, and its dawn, as well as its eve, 

is said to comprise three hundred years. The Yuga that comes 

next is called Dwapara, and it has been computed to consist of 

two thousand years. Its dawn, as well as its eve, is said to 

comprise two hundred years. The next Yuga, called Kali, is 

said to comprise one thousand years and its dawn, as well as 

eve, is said to comprise one hundred years. Know, O king, 

that the duration of the dawn is the same as that of the eve of a 

Yuga. And after the Kali Yuga is over, the Krita Yuga comes 

again. A cycle of the Yugas thus comprised a period of twelve 

thousand years. A full thousand of such cycles would 

constitute a day of Brahma. A same number is for one night of 

Brahma [Roy, Vol3, p397].”  

Brahma is same as soul. Four thousand years (of the deities) 

is the duration of the first or Krita age. 1 god day=1 human 

year=360 human days; that is, one full circle around the sun 

is one god day or deity day [Roy, Vol9, p167]. Half circle is 

12 hour-day, remaining half circle is one 12 hour-night. 1 god 

year = 360 god days. 

Krita Yuga = 4000 +400+400=4800 god years.  Treta 

Yuga = 3000+300+300=3600 god years. Dwapar Yuga = 
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2000+200+200 = 2400 god years. Kali 

Yuga=1000+100+100=1200 god years. Total of four Yugas = 

(4+3+2+1)*Kali Yuga = 10*1200 god years=12000*360god 

days = 4,320,000 god days = 4.32 million human years; 

because 1 god day = 1 human year. One god day is one round 

of the sun by the earth. As one example: Kali Yuga = 1200 

god years = 1200*360 god days = 432,000 god days = 

432,000 human years. Total number of human years in this 

sequence of four yugas is, 10 times kali yuga, 4.32 million 

human years. 

 

The sequence starts with Sattya, then Treta, Dwapar, and 

ends with Kali Yuga. After Kali, it starts again with Sattya 

Yuga [Roy, Vol3, p397]. Thousand such Yuga-cycles create 

one day, or 12 hours, called Brahma day; Brahma night is also 

of same length of 12 hours. One full Brahma day is for 24 

hours, called Kalpa, is considered as one period of the 

universe. Thus the entire Universe also reincarnates every 

such Kalpa. 

 

(G:8.17) By human calculation, a thousand ages taken 

together forms the duration of Brahma’s one day. And such 

also is the duration of his night [Prabhupada]. 

Numerically, therefore one Brahma Day = 

1000*(4320,000) years = 4320,000,000 = 4.32 Billion human 

years. One Kalpa = 1 Day + 1 Night = 2 * 4320,000,000 years 

= 8640 Million years = 8.64 billion years = One period or one 

Kalpa for the universe [Prabhupada, p518]. There are higher 

level periods also. 

 

Brahma lives 100 Brahma years, see page 518 of Gita 

[Prabhupada] = 100*360 Brahma days = 36000 Brahma days 

* 8640 Million years = 360*864 Billion years = 311,040 

billion years = 311 trillion years + 40 billion years. Thus this 

is another higher level period of the universe, beyond Kalpas. 

Brahma is same as soul. But souls do not die, may be this 

means that the soul becomes free again from its subtle body. 

Sattya Yuga says there were no gods in their times, that means 

Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva, if they exist, are all highest level 

yogis and they are born, create their subtle bodies, every 311 

trillion plus years [Prabhupada, P519].  

The question then haunts us again, what did we all do over 

so many years of life? What was our purpose in this universe? 

It may take this long time for many souls to clear their subtle 

bodies and become a free soul again. It is the creation of the 

subtle body by the soul, which bounds us to the cycle of 

reincarnations. You can get the transcendental body like 

Krishna to become free from suffering. Rabindranath said “I 

am a soul, lost my way, and have come to your place, do you 

know me [Tagore, ami path bhola ak pathik]?” As mentioned 

before, we do not reincarnate for us only, we incarnate for the 

entire universe, that is, for others. 

Since we know that the UFO-ETs are visiting the earth 

now, their land or planet maybe in the Sattya Yuga now. Our 

Earth was also in Sattya Yuga at one time, more than several 

million years back, as we can find in the stories of that period 

in Vedas. We see that Ravan, Indra, Indrajit all had UFO like 

flying spacecrafts capable of travelling at mind speed. Thus 

one of the reasons for UFO visitation may be to examine what 

happens to a planet under Kali Yuga. Many abductees have 

described that ETs have shown the abductees how clean the 

earth environment was during the Sattya Yuga. 

 

7. HUMANS IN YUGAS 

 

Description of life in four yugas, from Van Parva, Mahabharat 

is copied here to show that earth yogis at one time were as 

good as UFO-ET yogis of present time. Hanuman of Ramayan 

is telling Bhim of Mahabharat – the life characteristics in the 

four Yugas: 

 
7.1 In the Krita (Sattya) Yuga 
 

“There were neither gods, nor demons, nor Gandharvas, nor 

Yakshas, nor Rakshasas, nor Nagas. And there was no buying 

and selling. And the Sama veda, the Rich veda, and the Yajus 

veda did not exist. And there was no manual labor. And then 

the necessaries of life were obtained only by being thought of. 

And the only merit was in renouncing the world. And during 

that Yuga, there was neither disease, nor decay of the senses. 

And there was neither malice, nor pride, nor hypocrisy, nor 

discord, nor ill-will, nor cunning, nor fear, nor misery, nor 

envy, nor covetousness” [Roy, Vol3, p318]. 

We can see that there was no money in the Krita age, and 

therefore they had moneyless economy [Das, 2012]. In reality 

they did not have any economy, yet they had everything they 

wanted. If we can remove money we will also learn the truth, 

become happy, and go back to the Krita Yuga. Knowing the 

correct truth and without any doubt is the only way for 

emancipation [Virupakshananda, SK: 64]. 

It is only the ignorance that brings malice and no peace 

[Das, 2020a]. As we will see that UFO-ET possibly came 

from planets that have this Krita age now. Their spacecrafts 

are products of their yogic power only. Our earth has long past 

this Krita era as described in the Ramayan and in the 

Mahabharat stories. 

 

Giri Bala 
 

This example shows that if you know the truth then you will 

not need food and you will have a disease free body. There is 

a photograph in the book by [Yogananda], whose caption says: 

‘Giri Bala. This great woman yogi has not taken food or drink 

since 1880. I (Yogananda) am pictured with her, in 1936, at 

her home in the isolated Bengal village of Biur. Her 

non−eating state has been rigorously investigated by the 

Maharaja of Burdwan. She employs a certain yoga technique 

to recharge her body with cosmic energy from the ether, sun, 

and air’. 

Giri Bala said ‘From the age of twelve years four months 

down to my present age of sixty−eight—a period of over 

fifty−six years—I have not eaten food or taken liquids.’ An 
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advanced level yogi guru came to see Giri Bala, and initiated 

her to achieve freedom from eating food. For more details see 

the original reference [Yogananda, pp264-271]. We see in 

Ramayan story that yogi Viswamitra teaches Ram how to 

survive without food, sleep, and freeze the shape of his body 

from any changes of aging. 

 

7.2 In the Treta Yuga  
 

“Sacrifices are introduced and virtues decrease by a quarter. 

And Narayan assumes a red color. And men practice truth, 

and devote themselves to religion and religious rites. And 

thence sacrifices and various religious observances come into 

existence. And in the Treta Yuga people begin to devise 

means for the attainment of an object; and they attain it 

through acts and gifts. And they never deviate from virtue. 

And they are devoted to asceticism and to the bestowal of 

gifts. And the four orders adhere to their respective duties; and 

perform rites.”[Roy, Vol3, p319]. 

 

7.3 In the Dwapara Yuga  
 

“Religion decreases by one half. And Narayana wears a 

yellow hue. And the Veda becomes divided into four parts. 

And then some men retain (the knowledge of) the four Vedas, 

and some of three Vedas, and some of one Veda, while others 

do not know even the Richs Veda. And on the Shastras 

becoming thus divided, acts become multiplied. And largely 

influenced by passion, people engage in asceticism and gifts. 

And from their incapacity to study the entire Veda, it becomes 

divided into several parts. And in consequence of intellect 

having decreased, few are established in truth. And when 

people fall off from truth, they become subject to various 

diseases; and then lust, and natural calamities ensue. And 

afflicted with these, people betake themselves to penances. 

And some celebrate sacrifices, desiring to enjoy the good 

things of life, or attain heaven. On the coming of the Dwapara 

Yuga, men become degenerate, in consequence of impiety.” 

[Roy, Vol3, p319]. 

 

7.4 In the Kali Yuga  
We are in the Kali yuga on earth at the present time. It started 

at the end of Mahabharat war, after the death of Krishna. The 

book on Soul Theory, [Das, 2014b],  gives some estimates of 

the time period of the end of Mahabharat war (about 30,000 

years) based on the modern technology like – ocean level 

simulation analysis, under ground radar imaging, 

archaeological discovery of under ocean structures in the west 

coast of India, etc. In Kali Yuga, Mahabharat says: 

“A quarter only of virtue abides. And in the beginning of 

this Iron Age, Narayana wears a black hue. And the Vedas 

and the institutes, and virtue, and sacrifices, and religious 

observances, fall into disuse. And (then) reign of disease, and 

lassitude, and anger and other deformities, and natural 

calamities, and anguish, and fear of scarcity. And as the yugas 

wane, virtue dwindles. And as virtue dwindles away, creatures 

degenerate. And as creatures degenerate, their natures undergo 

deterioration. And the religious acts performed at the waning 

of the yugas, produce contrary effects. And even those that 

live for several Yugas, conform to these changes [Roy, Vol3, 

p319]”. 

 

8. MEMORY IS NOT IN THE BRAIN 
 

Examples like: Jadav Chakraborty – court case; Catherine – 

horse race; Sawami Rama’s birth – hole in the ear; etc., 

described in this article prove that memory is not in the brain. 

Catherine picked up the correct horse numbers in the racetrack. 

The guru predicted that the Swami Rama will be born 18 

months later who will have a hole in his ear. Jadav 

Chakravarty predicted the high court judgment exactly, 

including the errors, in the statements. Therefore hypnosis 

cannot corrupt, delete, or inject memory. Memory loss means 

brain is not working properly to interpret what soul is fetching 

from the memory bank. Soul cannot do anything wrong; its 

activities are guided by the destiny, which is predefined. No 

amount of technology, other than the yogic power, can see this 

memory. 

 Human memory, or for that matter memory associated 

with any object or event, is not inside our brains. It is outside, 

and is stored in Akashik records. Akash means space or sky. 

The nature of that memory location probably is not known, 

maybe not even by the seer yogis who can see that memory. 

This is like records in a video cassette recorder or in a 

compact disc tracks. The data is recorded serially in both 

cases. Human mind works only sequentially. Soul reads that 

memory, gives it to the mind for processing and executing by 

the brain and organs. 

The concept of this record can be explained by using the 

internet cookies. Cookie is a small amount of data stored in 

my computer. But this same cookie is also stored in many 

other computers in the network, through which my internet 

message has been delivered to my computer. Thus, even if I 

delete my cookies, or if my computer dies, these cookies will 

remain available in the internet network. And any network 

expert will be able to retrieve these cookies to identify the 

information I exchanged.  

Human memories may also work in the same way. My 

soul is interacting with all the souls in the universe, and they 

all remember my activities. Since everything is predetermined, 

all this information will remain in the universe for eternity, 

even before I was born. Thus if you can connect to your soul 

or any other soul, you will be able to read my entire memory, 

which in the case of nature, is a 3D video. This video is 

recorded serially in a tape recorder, with tags like my name, 

date, time, place, and the identity of my soul (Ahankar), 

among other things. Ahankar is recorded in the subtle body of 

my soul. Clearly there is no concept of missing time also. 

In a similar way, when a potter creates a pot out of clay, he 

does not create anything new; the pot was already there in the 

memory of the clay. Potter just manifested the pot out of the 

clay. The same thing can be said about the material that 
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created the clay. Since all objects are created from the root 

material particles, the memory of the universe is also present 

in these root material particles [Das, 2019]. 

Nobody will be able to edit, delete, insert, or distort this 

memory contents. They are all, read only memory. Since life 

is predetermined, such memory represents the destiny, and is 

created by the destiny of that individual. Thus there is nothing 

called, hidden memory, false memory, distorted memory, 

overlapped memory, or faded memory. A correct seer yogi 

will be able to see and show exactly, and clearly, the entire 

video, precisely as it happened in real time; just like Krishna 

did to Arjun in Gita, by giving third eye vision to Arjun. UFO-

ETs are also showing such videos to their abductees. They 

should be trusted because they have shown many other 

capabilities. 

 

8.1 There is no God 
 

Both Vedas and Bible say that there is no God in the universe 

[Das, 2022]. Bible says – God is spirit; and Vedas say 

Namaskar. That is, no one has created the whole universe. The 

universe is not an object. It is a collection of all objects. All 

the individual objects in the universe have their own 

individual god, which is the soul of that object, and which has 

created that object. We have proven that theory by the 

example of Stevenson and many other similar examples. 

Namaskar means the same thing; namo + swa + akar. Namo 

means I pray or bow to your soul (s, swa, He), who has taken 

your shape or akar. Thus even every ordinary man knew that 

everybody is created by his own soul. At one time in India, 

people used to say that they have 33 crore gods, because that 

was the population of India at that time. A well known Indian 

Novelist, Sarat Chandra, said – “If God is not everywhere then 

why do we call him God.” Everywhere there is a soul. The 

entire universe is filled with soul particles. 

The above paragraph has a profound change in concept – 

data remains the same but the theory is changed. You look at 

the night time sky. The sky did not change; only your 

understanding has changed. It is now full of souls and the 

individual creators, like ETs. In the case of Galileo we had the 

same change of concepts, but data remained the same. On 

earth we see that different objects are made by different 

persons; why then the same idea cannot be valid for all the 

objects in the sky? Different objects are made by different 

souls. 

Destiny is the highest level law of the universe. Destiny is 

mentioned in both the Bible and in the Vedas. In Gita Krishna 

says that, ‘he knows what happened in the past, what is 

happening in the present, and what will happen in the future 

(G: 7.26)’. This can be known only by achieving highest level 

yogic power. Krishna was a Tri-Kal-Darshi, had the divine 

vision for all three time periods, past, present, and future. 

Thus God cannot change anything in our life; life is visible, 

deterministic, and predetermined.  Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva, 

if they exist, are the highest level yogis, at point zero, in the 0-

100 in the yogi-scale; I am at the lowest range 95-100 [Das, 

2020b]. For the same reasons there is no love also in the 

universe. Everything is planned, moment by moment. 

Inside our corporations, we fire anybody and everybody, 

without any reasons. We create poverties, homelessness, at 

our wishes. ETs crash, and we kill them, and no other ETs 

come to rescue them. A high level yogi kicks Vishnu on his 

chest, because he is not waking up from his Yoga-Nidra. 

Another yogi curses Shiva, saying that Shiva will chop the 

head of his own son Ganesh. Such events have reasons, 

according to the destiny law [Das, 2022]; but it indicates that 

there is no love or respect for anybody. Everybody is engaged 

only in work very much like a robot. This is the same reason 

why we forget our past life memories. 

 
8.2 Need for yogic power 
 

There are many saints of modern times or Kali Yuga, who say 

that no one should pursue yogic power. It is a waste of time. 

Those who say such ideas did not acquire such power. They 

say, instead, people should pursue love and God. But as 

explained before, there is no God and no Love, anywhere. 

Such concepts are delusionary or misleading to keep us 

ignorant like them. You can see that there is no love inside the 

corporations. We are only looking for more money, more 

business, more profit, etc. Anyone can be fired at any time as 

mentioned. Money has been created to make us slave and 

keep us as slave. There is no way to survive without money. 

Yet we know money is free and abundant at its source, the 

central bank. Then where do we see love? 

On the other hand we see that in the Treta Yuga all great 

rishis, like Ravan and Sri Ram of Ramayan had Yogic power. 

Sri Krishna of Mahabharat and Gita of Dwapor Yuga had also 

yogic power. They had weapons created and guided by the 

yogic power. As an example, it is entirely feasible, for Arjun 

to acquire an arrow using yogic power, which could cut the 

head of Jayadratha and guide it to drop on the hands of 

Jayadratha’s father who was meditating at some unknown 

location. And as per a curse, his father’s head exploded when 

the father dropped the head of his son on the ground 

[Jayadratha]. 

 

Using yogic power, you can levitate, and therefore can 

remove all the debris from an earthquake. You can also 

convert the debris back to the root material particles, and thus 

effectively make the debris to vanish. Yogic power can give 

you a transcendental body, like Krishna, and not become sick 

any more, and never become hungry.  Thus the objective of 

life should be to become a highest level yogi like Krishna. 

Only yogis like Krshna can clean the Earth and bring it back 

to a purified state based on true knowledge. Only yogis like 

ETs can manufacture spacecrafts that can travel from galaxy 

to galaxy in moments at mind speed.  

Without yogic power you cannot understand or know the 

Vedas and the Bible. Without yogic power you cannot know 

that the memory is in the universe, humans can levitate, pass 

through the walls, arrows can be guided, etc? These are the 
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properties of the root material from which the entire universe 

is created by their souls. 

However, you cannot have the ultimate knowledge. You 

cannot know your soul, as Krshna says in Gita [Prabhupada, 

G:7.26], because creations (your physical body) cannot know 

the creator (your non-physical soul). For the same reasons, a 

robot cannot know its creator, who is a human. A robot cannot 

acquire divine vision, and become tri-kal-darshi, which 

requires several incarnations. All knowledge cannot be written 

down; you cannot describe in writing, the experience and 

knowledge of seeing the Grand Canyon, for example. 

 
9. GIVING EYESIGHT TO BLIND 

 

9.1 Yogic Power of a Hybrid ET 
Helen Littrell, is a co-author of “Raechel’s Eyes” (Granite 

Publishing). The book describes the relationship between a 

human-ET hybrid girl named Raechel, placed at American 

River Community College in 1972 with Helen’s legally blind 

daughter, Marisa in order to integrate Raechel with students of 

her age.  

UFO-ET and human hybrid Raechel was a young girl, 

retrieved from a crashed UFO and adopted by an USAF Col.  

He placed her in a college with a roommate, Marisa, who was 

a legally blind young girl. The book, Raechel’s Eyes, is 

written by Marisa’s mother. There are many videos and 

websites on this case. The story is amazing, but real and very 

sad. Raechel had to leave her college abruptly. She left a note 

for Marisa in her room, which Marisa could see and read. The 

note said – “You were my best friend; I left a little gift for 

you, your eyesight”. Do not reject UFO-ET subjects just 

because government is not telling you, do your own research 

to find the truth. Raechel’s case is another example of yogic 

powers of UFO-ETs showing us that Vedas are truly universal 

and not just limited to the earth. 

9.2 Earth Yogi 

 

Lahiri Mahasay, who is discussed here in manufacturing a 

palace subsection, touched the forehead of his born blind 

student and told him to chant his God’s name for seven days, 

and the student got his eyesight back [Das, 2014a]. In Bible 

we see a similar result produced by Jesus Christ. Thus again, 

yogic power is everywhere. Thus yogic power should be very 

much the objective of every life. Pursuing for such powers 

cannot be a waste of time. It is the only way for achieving a 

disease free transcendental physical body like that of Krishna. 

 

10. MANUFACTURING A HUMAN BABY 

 

The following example [Pasricha] was discovered, and then 

presented in a scientific way, to the western world by Ian 

Stevenson (1918-2007), a Professor of Psychiatry, at the 

University of Virginia. This example shows that the nature 

always demonstrates all its truths, so that we can observe them 

and learn from them, for our own emancipation. We do not 

need to speculate using assumptions and create philosophies 

about the nature. Such examples were already known by 

humanity all over the world, and for very long time.  

 

A baby boy was born in a hospital, with a bullet wound 

marks on his chest and back. Doctors, nurses, and parents, all 

recognized this birth defect. When the boy learned to talk, 

around the age two, then over a year or so he explained how 

the marks happened in his body. He remembered and 

described his past life name, how, when, and where he died, 

including the name of the hospital, etc. Very soon the boy 

became sick and had to go through a surgery to save his life. 

Doctors found a straight line bullet path inside the baby’s 

body exactly matching the autopsy record of his previous life 

data from the hospital where he died in his past life. 

 

The above example shows, among other things, that the 

following is true. (a) The babies are not naturally grown inside 

the mother’s womb. The soul of the baby manufactures the 

human body according to its own destiny. That is why every 

baby is different, both physically and mentally. (b) Since 

during the growth period, there was no brain for the baby, all 

intelligences and effects came from the memory of the 

universe and retrieved by the soul of the baby, which is the 

creator of that baby. The phenomenon should also indicate 

that mind, soul, and memory are not inside the human body. (c) 

Every life is periodic - we take birth, die, and reincarnate. 

Since summation of periodic waves will be periodic, therefore 

the entire universe must be periodic. Bible also says, whatever 

has happened will happen again; there is nothing new under 

the sun.  

 

11. MANUFACTURING A PALACE 
 

An entire beautiful palace can be built by a soul on its own 

using the root material particles by giving them varying 

properties, to create various decorative items, people, lawns 

and gardens, and all in moments. And when the purpose is 

satisfied, the palace can be dematerialized also in moments. 

Therefore, it is possible to build or manufacture an entire 

spaceship like UFO to have the properties to travel in 

intergalactic distances in moments. You can see such a UFO 

cannot crash or fail unless it is designed to do so by its 

destiny. The purpose of the crash therefore must be to give 

their technology to us and teach us their features and 

operations. This is how the truths and teachings are 

maintained all throughout the universe. If it is Kali Yuga in 

one planet then there can have Sattya Yuga in another planet. 

Soul is thus so helpful and divine. Our Bible also says the 

same thing; Jesus said that in the context of the born blind 

boy. Remember that the soul never dies; we are the same souls 

which lived in our Sattya Yuga also. 

Babaji, a highly evolved advanced yogi, created a palace 

in the middle of night, in the magnificent Himalayan hills for 

initiating his disciple Lahiri Mahasaya. Lahiri was his disciple 

in Lahiri’s previous life. A companion guided Lahiri, and said 
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the master is awaiting you. Seeing the dark night highly 

illuminated, he asked if this is morning. The companion said 

this is the glow from the palace Babaji made tonight for you. 

In your past life you once expressed a desire to enjoy the 

beauties of a palace. Our master is now satisfying your wish, 

thus freeing you from the bonds of karma. This magnificent 

palace will be the scene of your initiation tonight into Kriya 

Yoga. All your brothers are here and will join in a hymn of 

welcome, rejoicing the end of your long exile due to your 

previous life. The palace will be dematerialized once your 

initiation is done.  The book describes this in [Yogananda, 

pp235-241]: 

“A vast palace of dazzling gold stood before Lahiri. 

Studded with countless jewels, and set amidst landscaped 

gardens, it presented a spectacle of unparalleled grandeur. 

Saints of angelic countenance were stationed by resplendent 

gates, half-reddened by the glitter of rubies. Diamonds, pearls, 

sapphires, and emeralds of great size and luster were 

imbedded in the decorative arches. 

"Lahiri followed the companion into a spacious reception 

hall. The odor of incense and of roses wafted through the air; 

dim lamps shed a multicolored glow. Small groups of 

devotees, some fair, some dark- skinned, chanted musically, 

or sat in the meditative posture, immersed in an inner peace. A 

vibrant joy pervaded the atmosphere. 

"The sage picked up from a near-by table a graceful vase 

whose handle was blazing with diamonds. 'Our great guru 

created this palace by solidifying myriads of free cosmic rays,' 

he went on. 'Touch this vase and its diamonds; they will 

satisfy all the tests of sensory experience.'  

"I examined the vase, and passed my hand over the smooth 

room-walls, thick with glistening gold. Each of the jewels 

scattered lavishly about was worthy of a king's collection. 

Deep satisfaction spread over my mind. A submerged desire, 

hidden in my subconsciousness from lives now gone, seemed 

simultaneously gratified and extinguished.  

 

"My stately companion led me through ornate arches and 

corridors into a series of chambers richly furnished in the style 

of an emperor's palace. We entered an immense hall. In the 

center stood a golden throne, encrusted with jewels shedding a 

dazzling medley of colors. There, in lotus posture, sat the 

supreme Babaji. I knelt on the shining floor at his feet.  

‘Lahiri, are you still feasting on your dream desires for a 

golden palace?’ My guru's eyes were twinkling like his own 

sapphires. 'Wake! All your earthly thirsts are about to be 

quenched forever.' He murmured some mystic words of 

blessing. 'My son, arise. Receive your initiation into the 

kingdom of God through Kriya Yoga.' (p239). 

"Babaji stretched out his hand; a homa (sacrificial) fire 

appeared, surrounded by fruits and flowers. I received the 

liberating yogic technique before this flaming altar.  

"The rites were completed in the early dawn. I felt no need 

for sleep in my ecstatic state, and wandered around the palace, 

filled on all sides with treasures and priceless objets d'art. 

Descending to the gorgeous gardens, I noticed, near-by, the 

same caves and barren mountain ledges which yesterday had 

boasted no adjacency to palace or flowered terrace.  

"Reentering the palace, fabulously glistening in the cold 

Himalayan sunlight, I sought the presence of my master. He 

was still enthroned, surrounded by many quiet disciples.  

 

"'Lahiri, you are hungry.' Babaji added, 'Close your eyes.' 

"When I reopened them, the enchanting palace and its 

picturesque gardens had disappeared, just as I was told before 

I came to the palace.” 

 
12. CONCLUSIONS 

 

We have seen that yogic power is everywhere. A baby is 

manufactured inside mother’s womb in a very specific way 

according to the destiny of that baby. In the same way an 

entire palace also can be manufactured for a specific purpose 

along with gardens and lawns, and people inside the palace. 

Therefore it is conceivable that an UFO space craft also can 

be manufactured using yogic power. In Vedas, Ramayan story 

have such spacecrafts. Similarly, implants also can be 

manufactured and inserted in the body of the abductees to 

perform in a specific way without doing any harm to the 

abductees. 

We have seen that all the activities that a UFO-ET can do, 

an earth yogi can also do those same things even at the present 

time in our earth. We have also shown that our ancient books 

talk about Yuga systems and of civilizations on earth in those 

periods. In each Yuga period the lives of the humans have 

been described. Since on earth everything is manufactured by 

some soul, therefore it should be understood that everything in 

the sky is also manufactured by its own soul. Different planets 

will have different destiny at the same time. Thus we can 

easily understand that the UFO-ETs who are in Sattya, Treta, 

or Dwapar Yugas, can come from such planets to visit us. We 

do not need to consider different theories, dimensions, time 

travels, multi-verse etc. Everything is inside this only one 

universe and obeying the only one truth described by the soul 

theory of Vedas. 

We have also shown that hypnosis is a valid and helpful 

process. Hypnosis cannot destroy or corrupt memory, because 

memory is not in our brain, it is in the universe and is 

recorded for eternity. We have described some examples to 

prove that memory theory. One of the most important results 

of hypnosis is that there is a possibility that someone like 

Catherine can acquire the third eye vision. Next: three 

appendixes are described, with another conclusion. 

 

APPENDIXES 
 

It is said that such subjects of this article are neither scientific 

nor academic. There are no proofs and no logic. But the irony 

is that such thoughts are, in reality, valid for our modern 

science and have been already critically demonstrated in [Das, 

2019]. We thought that they should be briefed and reminded 

for the skeptics again in three appendixes. 
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Appendix-A: We have very complex delusions about the 

terms like scientific, academic, proof etc. Moreover our 

present society does not even have a definition of truth [Das, 

2014b, Ch1]. Truth gives us mental peace, and then physical 

peace. Truth makes us disease free. We found that in Sattya 

Yuga. 

Appendix-B: will show that science is not the foundation 

of engineering. There is nothing called scientific. No 

engineering experiment can prove any scientific theories. Our 

academic institutions are not teaching us the truths, and 

keeping us ignorant. This is a part of the destiny of Kali Yuga; 

and over time the situation will deteriorate further. 

Appendix-C: explains how manufacturing is done on earth 

and in the universe. We have given two examples in the main 

body; here we will present some theory of manufacturing 

from Vedas. We avoid the word creation, because it indicates 

existence of God. But manufacturing means we are making in 

a way to satisfy our destiny.  

 

Appendix-A: Truth Is Demonstrated Only By Nature. 
Galileo proved that the truth is always demonstrated by the 

nature. Yogic power examples in this article and also in [Das, 

2020b] show that the truth can only be understood by using 

the third eye vision. 

 

The laws of nature are the only truths. They must be 

observed. In this article we saw many examples of the laws of 

nature – reincarnation, destiny, humans flying defying gravity, 

humans passing through the walls etc. Thus, truths cannot be 

created or manufactured, and therefore cannot be tested [Das, 

2019]. This is so, because our theories of science are all full of 

assumptions. 

This eliminates the need for our present design of the 

academic institutions. Let us examine what we teach in a class 

room. Take for example Newton’s first law. It says, “(1) In the 

absence of any unbalanced forces or any external forces (2) an 

object will continue in motion (3) in a straight line with (4) a 

constant velocity.” 

Clearly none of us have seen any such object on earth or in 

deep space. Therefore this is not a law of nature and therefore 

cannot be a truth. Yet our academic institutions are teaching 

this for more than 200 years now. Since all objects in the sky 

are continuously moving, there cannot be any straight line 

anywhere in the space. Since real numbers are not objects of 

nature, and the straight line does not exist, the foundation of 

the mathematics is nonexistent. So the entire math must be 

wrong and cannot be applicable for nature. Then what is 

called scientific? What is rational? Do you see that the above 

first law starts with an assumption (1) - in the absence of any 

unbalanced forces? If assumptions are false then quite 

naturally the results (4) must be false also. This is how we are 

creating and spreading lies, forcing people to remain ignorant. 

We do not need such academic institutions, instead teach to 

acquire yogic power, and then you will fly all over the 

universe like the UFO-ETs. Another simpler way will be to 

create moneyless economy (MLE) as it existed in the Sattya 

Yuga [Das, 2012]. Truth and peace will automatically appear 

[Das, 2020a]; and yogic power will follow. 

 

Appendix-B: Science Is Not The Foundation Of 

Engineering. 
It must be understood clearly that there is a heaven and hell 

difference between science and engineering. Engineering is 

correct, because engineering uses objects of nature. However, 

since engineering also uses false theories of science and false 

money, engineering is full of patches and kludges, therefore 

very unreliable, unsafe, and pollutes environment. We give an 

example to illustrate the difference between the science and 

the engineering. We will find that the science is not the 

foundation of engineering. Engineering always came first and 

engineering is nature [Das, 2017a]. 

 

GPS Design  
We are all very familiar with the GPS technology, because 

most of our cell phones and cars use GPS receivers. These 

GPS receivers track data from the satellites rotating around 

the earth. In physics there is a law, called Kepler’s law, which 

says that a satellite will rotate around earth in an elliptical path, 

and then the same law gives a mathematical formula to find 

the position of the satellite at any point in time. This formula 

did not work for GPS satellites. So, engineers, physicists, and 

mathematicians modified that law significantly but still could 

not make the Kepler’s law work. Eventually the GPS ground 

system was used to directly measure and find the positions of 

the satellites, upload that data to GPS transmitters, which then 

broadcasted that data to our hand held receivers to provide the 

desired accuracy. Even this did not work properly, so the 

ground station repeats the process every two hours or so, to 

maintain the accuracy requirements [Das, 2022].  

Why did Kepler’s law fail to work? The assumption ellipse 

is defined only on a plane of paper and around a stationary 

central point. But the earth is moving around sun, and takes 

the satellite with it in three dimensional space. Thus the path 

of the satellite can never be an ellipse. There are other objects, 

like moon, and planets of the solar system, which also 

influence the position of the satellite. 

 

The sun is not stationary either, it is travelling along one of 

the spirals of our galaxy, that spiral is also rotating around the 

central core of the galaxy. Thus the path of the GPS satellite is 

immensely complex, beyond our imagination, and therefore 

cannot be translated using a simple symbolic language like 

mathematics. This example shows why our engineering is so 

full of patches and kludges. Consequently, our engineering 

cannot be reliable at all. This example also shows how data 

and information can be useless and misleading. Since science 

is based on assumptions, the data must be assumptions, and 

misleading also.  

The above GPS example shows that mathematics is not 

valid for nature and engineering. In reality mathematics is not 

necessary at all for designing engineering systems. All we 

need is good measurement systems involving good sensors 
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just like human body has. Using measurements, just like GPS 

ground system, we can design and make any engineering 

system in a much more reliable and robust way [Das, 2012c]. 

 

Appendix-C: Manufacturing On Earth and In Universe. 

 

Two Causes  
Consider this example, taken from the Samkhya Karika 

(SK) of Vedas [Virupakshananda]. -  A potter makes a pot 

from the clay. In this example the pot is the effect or the 

object which is manufactured. Since the clay is used to make 

the pot, the clay is called the material cause for the pot. 

Similarly, the potter is called the efficient cause or the 

intelligent cause for the pot (SK: 3). Not anybody can make 

the pot. Someone who knows the process, the tools, and the 

material can only make the pot. Both material cause and 

efficient cause are necessary to create or manufacture any 

effect or object in the universe [Das, 2022]. 

 

Root Material Cause  
If we take any material from any object or effect and ask 

repeatedly, what the material causes are for this material, then 

we will find some new materials. After a finite number of 

iterations, the process will stop. This search will be finite, 

because all objects have finite sizes. The last material where 

we stop is called the root material cause, root material, 

primordial matter, or simply matter. Bible calls it the dust and 

says – “All go to the same place. All came from the dust and 

all return to the dust [Bible, Ecclesiastes, 3:20].” This last 

material must be invisible; otherwise we will have to repeat 

the question. Its existence will be obvious, because we can see 

the effect, and therefore it must have a cause. Of course our 

third eye vision will be able to see it. This is how the yogic 

power becomes an essential tool in finding the truths of the 

universe.  

 

Root Efficient Cause  
In a similar manner, you can take the efficient cause, and 

repeatedly ask, what the cause for this efficient cause is, then 

after a finite number of iterations, you will arrive at the root 

efficient cause. As an illustration, the hands of the potter are 

making the pot, the brain of the potter is making his hands to 

coordinate, the mind of the potter, which is outside the human 

body is controlling the brain, and finally the mind is 

controlled by the soul, which is also outside the gross body 

and the subtle body. This soul is called the root efficient cause. 

Or in other words, this root efficient cause is defined as the 

soul. Like the matter, the soul is also a tiniest invisible particle. 

The Bible calls it the spirit [Bible, John, 4:23], and says “God 

is spirit”. It means that every object has a soul and that soul 

has manufactured that object according to the destiny of that 

soul. Thus this finite deductive logic proves the existence of 

the soul. Of course, all other examples of yogic power in this 

article also prove the existence of the soul. 

 

In conclusions of the above appendixes, it can be observed 

that there are many animals that are more intelligent than 

humans. One such example is given in [Das, 2020b]. Degrees 

from academic institutions cannot make us more 

knowledgeable and intelligent; since everything we teach is 

wrong [Das, 2019]. Truths show that memory is not in the 

brain, it is in the universe; no humans can add or delete that 

content. Destiny is deterministic, eternal, and so is memory. 

Just like everything deteriorates, Kali Yuga is the 

deterioration of the Sattya Yuga, and this is the plan of the 

destiny by design. Nobody should be blamed for this. 
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